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Forward
In the last few years we as a community have
observed a high rise in gang crime, drugs
and anti-social behaviour in Tower Hamlets.
Being a local community organisation that
places community safety as a top priority in
our agenda of work, we are concerned about
crime and the causes of crime and understand
that the police have limited resources and
require community support.
Our organisation is eager to work with the
police and other agencies to help reduce
crime at all levels. I hope this evaluation
report will give you some insight into this
unique project and how it was delivered.
The Shaddywood Crime Film Challenge was a unique pilot project carefully designed with
the aim of creating awareness, engaging and educating young people about the negative
impact of films glorifying gang culture on our society, and to help prevent them from viewing
such stories and actors as suitable for emulating in real life.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the SLF (the Safer London Foundation) for
awarding the funding that made this project possible. Furthermore I would like to thank our
enthusiastic and dedicated Project officers for working hard to ensure that this project was
delivered on budget and on time. Finally but not least, I would like to thank Sergeant Philip
Gospage of the Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team for his support and assistance in this
project through out.
The project has been hugely successful and attracted a large number of beneficiaries, and I
hope the SLF will consider funding it further.

Hasan Mueenuddin
The Secretary General - Da’watul Islam UK & Eire
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Forward
I am the Police Sergeant in charge of the Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team. Our main role is
to reduce crime and disorder and deal with the issues that most affect the quality of life of local
people.
I was pleased to support the Shaddywood Film Challenge and I was privileged to be able to attend
the sessions at the Darul Ummah Centre and the Idea Store in Whitechapel.
One of the issues that my team are trying to address is that of gang culture amongst young people
because many law-abiding people find the behaviour of the gangs very intimidating and increases
the fear of crime in the area.
Some of the young people who attended the sessions also found the gang culture to be a worrying
trend and we talked about crime related issues including ways that gang and gun crime could be
tackled. Many of them appeared to enjoy the healthy interaction with a local Police officer, as it was
an opportunity for them to ask in depth questions on the law and how it affects young people.
The project provided very useful crime prevention and public engagement tool and I hope that
the format of this initiative is continued in order to reduce gun and gang crime in Tower Hamlets
Borough.

Phil Gospage
Police Sergeant - Shadwell Safer Nieghbourhood Team
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Project Summary
The Project aimed to provide an engaging
catchment activity for the target group of
young people between the ages of 15 to 25
living in and around the Shadwell area, within
the London Borough of Tower Hamlets. To
broaden the catchment, the Project used
various venues throughout the area and
sought to include referrals from partner
organisations, to expand the participants
parameters to provide additionality.
The Project set out to achieve this by
programming a series of modern, appropriate
films, all thematically related to the subjects
of crime, gangs, drugs and violence. This
catchment tactic was successful and a total of
84 young people were registered as project
participants.
The Project engaged the participants in a
structured, facilitator-led debate after each
film showing; to explore the issues arising
from the films, to discuss the relevance of
the films content to day-to-day life and
extrapolate the moral and consequential
lessons and conclusions of the film’s story
lines and plots.
A crucial and purposeful element of the
discussion was the inclusion of Police
Officers from the local Safer Neighborhood
Team as participants in the debate. The
events provided a forum in which a nonconfrontational discussion could be held,
between the Police Officers and the young
people, about issues of great local concern
and relevance, remote from specific incidents
and removed from the normal constants of
on-the–street encounters.

The Project’s outcome target was to
promote considered awareness and better
understanding of; the dangers of gun crime,
drugs and drug-related crime, gang culture
and gang-related crime and to promote
better understanding of the work of the
Police in combating crime and supporting
local communities.
The project relied on the skills of an
experienced facilitator, who was able to
command respect from the young people
while encouraging them to challenge their
own behavior and misconceptions about
their involvement, or potential involvement
in crime and anti-social behavior.
The use of violent film media was not
uncontroversial, with older people associated
with the delivery charity or indeed some of
the parents. However, in practice these films
are available elsewhere for young people
to view unsupervised and draw influence
from. Within the project environment it was
possible to help young people disentangle
entertainment from reality and appreciate
how real crime and its consequences have
no relationship to the glamorous (unconsequential) Hollywood image, but in fact
undermine and damage local communities,
friendships, their own families, and endangers
their own potential, hopes and ambitions.
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Recruitment&Outreach
The target group of participants for the project is a classic ‘hard to reach group’. This is established from
our own previous experience and that of colleagues and partner organisations working within the
Borough. The participant grouping is historically hard to engage, difficult to retain and demanding in
their expectations. Our average age of participant was 16 years old and this age group is, paradoxically,
far more intolerant of delivery failures, quality faults and delays than any adult grouping. A challenge for
any project provider!
We knew this when making the original project proposal and carefully made outreach and recruitment
plans to mitigate and overcome this barrier. Our approach was both comprehensive and targeted, to
specific opportunities, resultant from our on the ground experience, local presence and connectivity with
young people in the area.

.
.
.
.
.
.

		

		

We produced high quality, attractive and appropriate publicity material, flyers and
posters designed for the age range we were targeting,
We outreached to five secondary schools and involved teachers as referral agents,
We outreached to youth clubs throughout the area and involved youth workers as
referral agents,
We outreached to youth projects, such as the LBTH Mobile Rapid Response Team,

		

We used our own established web-site to publicise the project and provided on-line
booking forms, and

		
		

We extensively outreached at a street level, making contact with young people in the
specific situations we wanted to steer them away from (hanging around on street 		
corners, congregating on estate stairwells).
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Partnership Working
.
.

		

Darul Ummah is committed to partnership working throughout our community and
our faith agendas. For this project we quickly established our partnership approach, by;

		
		
		
		

Making partnership agreements with four youth centres across the Borough; including
Mile End Road Baptist Church, Cafe Reconnect, Hamlets Way Youth Centre and Luke
House Youth Centre and used these venues for specific sessions to broaden the impact of
the project across Tower Hamlets and provide opportunity for local level 			
youth participation,

		

Making partnership agreements with four local schools; Swanlea, Stepney Green, St
Paul’s Way and Majahirool Uloom School,

.
.
.

		
		

Making a partnership agreement with the local Ideas Stores (Tower Hamlets Libraries),
Consolidated our partnership understanding with the local SNT (Safer Neighbourhood
Team) and in doing so established ground for further joint project work and partnership
development in the future.
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Calendar of Project
									 Events:
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Event No 1
Date: 28th February 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah Community Centre
Film shown: ‘Redemption’ – The life story of; Stanley Tookie Williams a convict on death row in the USA.
The film follows William’s life from his childhood to his initiation in to a gang, to his current incarceration
in San Quentin State Prison and his execution. Williams headed up a crusade to keep kids out of gangs
and out of prison. The story is told through the eyes of his biographer, who interviewed Williams
extensively and has co-written his anti-violence books. As the violence amongst gangs in LA increases,
Williams and his quest to teach teens to steer clear of gangs and violence becomes an important
and influential message on the streets. Stanley Tookie Williams was executed by lethal injection on
December 13th 2005.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: PC Sgt Gospage (Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team)

Discussion Outcomes: - The film did not shirk the consequences of violence and gang activity.
The participants were engaged and our discussion facilitator was able to create a good discussion
with the participants. There was a deep, long silence of utter sadness and regret when the film ended.
Everybody did regret that he had to be executed; it was quite unfortunate and a sad ending, but
everyone accepted that crime has its consequences.
The discussion was therefore able to concentrate on this theme and engender a discussion about what
happens to young people also immediately reflects on their families. Within the Bangladeshi culture this
is of enormous significance and getting the young people to realise that their actions have consequences
for their families is a powerful incentive to challenge their own behaviour. The central character in the
film is eventually executed. One question in the feed back and discussion was ‘Was it right for Williams
to be executed?’ This provided the starting point for the following discussion. The discussion also asked
‘Do you think belonging to a gang is good or bad? which produced some surprising responses.
Gangs mentioned by participants: RUFF SQUAD, NETWORK BOYS, CRAIG BROS, TTT, BRICKLANE and
SHOREDITCH MASSIVE, MNBKS.

Participant’s Views: Was it right for Williams to be executed? - ‘I think he should have been shown
mercy – as he had proved he could become a good person’ - ‘Yes – as humans we need to be merciful if
someone has shown remorse’ - ‘Yes - as he was a reformed man’ - ‘He should have been given clemency,
because the man helped to stop thousands of deaths around the world and executing the man who
had stopped 1000’s dying is not thoughtful’

Do you think belonging to a gang is good or bad? – ‘They made a gang to protect their neighbourhood,
because the Police didn’t, the question is – Are we in the same situation in Shadwell?’ – ‘It is bad because
you always end up in trouble’. All of the participants agreed that - films showing violence did influence
young people. On being asked – Do you think gang activities effect the lives of ordinary people? –
The Participants were clear that they did. – ‘Gangs in this society and situation are very dangerous to
themselves, so of course they will be very harmful’ – ‘The people become the victims of the criminals’

Participant Attendance: 3 young people from E3, E2 and IG3.
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Event No 2
Date 5th March 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah Community Centre
Film shown: ‘Bullet Boy’ – Gun culture goes under the microscope in Bullet Boy, Saul Dibb’s powerful and
moving directorial debut. Ashley Walters (aka So Solid Crew’s Asher D) and newcomer Luke Fraser deliver
compelling performances in this low-budget British drama, about a freshly-released jailbird who struggles
to go straight on the mean streets of Hackney. The plot line delivers an all-too-believable message about
the impact of firearms on a family.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: PC Sgt Phillip Gospage & PC Stevens

Discussion Outcomes: - The film was set in London and did not pull any punches in showing the
consequences of becoming involved in gun and gang culture. As with the first session there was a long
silence after the dramatic ending of the film. All participants agreed that the main character (Kerry) lost
all he cared for through his involvement with gang culture and that guns always make a situation worse.
The tragic events (Kerry gets shot) results from an accident rather than design and this message was
understood by the young people as part of the chaotic and uncontrollable lifestyles that gang culture
creates.
The film also powerfully made the point that being involved into crime does not pay off at the end. The
main point of discussion was: Who was the most culpable? Most of the participants blamed the main
characters as they were the ones who first introduced guns in the scene that accelerated the whole
situation, which then went out of control. How guns affect families? All the participants agreed that gang
activities and culture affect most families. Younger brothers generally copy their older brothers and try to
follow in their footsteps. Recognising this was most important.
PC contribution: - Sgt Gospage spoke how he was involved in the first machine gun incident in the UK
and PC Stevens also described what happens when young people are caught by the Police and taken for
interview in the station. He made it clear that they don’t hesitate to grass on friends who are involved.
PC Stevens also said that eventually most of the criminals are caught and if it’s fraud or drug related crime,
then all possessions that they hold without showing proof that they were gained legitimately, will be
taken away by the state. The police contribution was interesting and indeed useful, however participants
were quite reluctant to attend (with the Police present) and actively engage in the discussion.
Gangs mentioned by participants: none mentioned in this event.
Participant’s Views: Asked ‘Did you feel sorry for the boy who was shot?’ the young people were
unambiguous: Yes because if he had controlled his temper he could have been saved’ - Yes because he
(really) wanted to go somewhere else’. The young people also recognised that ‘(it was) the big brother
who was carrying the gun and that’s how the smaller brother got hold of a weapon’ – ‘It all started from
an accident’.

Participant Attendance: 3 young people from E1
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Event No 3
Date 9th March 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah Community Centre
Film Shown: ‘The Departed’ - Based on the 2002 Hong Kong film Infernal Affairs, The Departed revolves
around Costello and his relationship with two young men who lead double lives in their conflicting
objectives to serve and prosecute Costello who, as head of Boston’s Irish mob, has enforced his protection
racket and held power with a sadistically violent grip. Colin Sullivan befriended by Costello at a young
age and has subsequently gone on to forge a successful career as a detective with the Massachusetts
State Police Department. It’s a position he uses to help Costello. Meanwhile, Billy Costigan, a rookie cop
who grew up on the tough streets of South Boston, has been given by his boss Queenan the covert
mission of infiltrating Costello’s mob in an effort to nail its boss. With enemies in opposing camps, the
stage is set for an intriguing and duplicitous battle.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: None

Discussion Outcomes: - The facilitator expressed that organised crime directly affects people in

the sense that it kills people in systematic ways, i.e., rivalry between organisations. Every moment of
their life they are constantly under threat from rival gangs and also the law. It is a life where one leg
is constantly in prison. Many gang members of these criminal organisations endanger their families
and there are plenty of cases in the movie world as well as the real world where this is apparent. The
discussion covered organised crime and why people are attracted but the participants mainly said it’s
due to making easy money and also to earn respect.
Gangs mentioned by participants: none mentioned in this event.

..
..
.

Participant’s Views:
Eventually criminals are caught
Criminal activities puts their family into high risk
Easy way to make money
People normally don’t think about the consequences of their crime and think they can get 		
away with it,
Glamorous – lucrative trade, women, money, drugs, property etc

Facilitator said:

.
..

Friends and family etc should help to prevent someone they are close from getting into 		
criminal activities
We should work hard for our money with honesty and truthfulness
The dark world never prevails and good will always eventually win

Participant Attendance: 8 young people from E1 and E2
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Event No 4
Date 16th March 2007
Venue: Mile End Road Baptist Church
Partner organisation: HARCA Youth Service
Film shown: - ‘Biggie and Tupac’ – The British documentary film maker Nick Broomfield can be relied upon
for tenacity in the face of adversity. Conspiracy theories abound regarding the murders of big money
rap artists Tupac Shakur and Christopher Wallace (aka Biggie Smalls, The Notorious B.I.G.) in the late 90s.
The killings were supposedly the result of a tragic East Coast/West Coast rivalry, a friendship that soured,
leading to gang feuds and the drive-by shooting of Tupac followed by revenge murder of Biggie Smalls.
Broomfield gleans insights into the way the rap world operates, coaxes friends into candid talk and his
approach is a blunt, engaging technique, terrier-like and yet always polite.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: None

Discussion Outcomes: - The film was a documentary and centred on gang culture. This gave the
discussion an edge in that the subject matter was real. As a result the discussion brought out a lot of
comments about local gangs and the comparison to be made between what had happened in the
documentary and the local reality. The facilitator included advice on how to avoid being influenced by
local gangs. We discovered that before we came in they had a fight and jumped another boy in the club.
The facilitator made them realise that what they did by attacking the boy was totally wrong and that they
should be ashamed of themselves, which they were and this was apparent from their facial expressions.
The participants agreed that how they dressed was important and dressing like a thug will make people
treat them like a thug. The discussion also covered music, in particular Rap music and it was stated that
Rap Music glamorises violence and gun culture. He said it was based on a dark culture of violence and
should be avoided. Most of the youths agreed with this. The local youth worker said she has never seen
the youngsters pay so much attention and respect to the event’s organisers and several youths asked if
there would be more events.
Gangs mentioned by participants: MEB, MEHB, Mile End (Murder Squad), BOWE3, STP(Stepney Thug
Passion), EAST LONDON, PALESTINEAN BROVAS, STEPNEY, PMC, WOLF PACK, BLM (Brick Lane Massive),
BOW BOYS, TSB, DRUMMOND ST, POPLAR MASSIVE, LHM, BURDETT BOYZ.

Participant’s Views: A majority of the participants thought that money was the primary criminal

motivator, followed by gaining respect, drug addition, suffering from neglect, family background, stress
and the Government! The results of being involved in gang and criminal activity were thought to be;
prison, ruining lives, breaking up families, creating anger, putting your family in danger, making life hard,
people dying, affecting your community and friends getting hurt. The participants were clear in their
view that young people were influenced by certain films and adverts, as a result of; believing they too
could be a gangster, because it’s nice and scary, becoming famous, looking ‘good’. But all participants
believed that ‘Gangsters are not normally successful at the end (of the day)’

Participant Attendance: 17 young people from E3 and E14.
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Event No 5
Date 20th March 2007
Venue: Cafe Reconnect
Partner organisation: HARCA Youth Service
Film shown: ‘Our America’ - Our America is the true story of two bright and ambitious Chicago teenagers
who, living in one of the worst inner-city neighbourhoods in the country, get a chance to become
reporters for NPR. Their reporting becomes more compelling when they gather the courage to tell the
truth about witnessing two of their peers throw a four-year-old out of a 14th story window.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: NO

Discussion Outcomes: - The film highlighted the damage that crime can cause to family

relationships and in particular to mothers. This theme was taken up in discussion and resulted in a
number of the young people recognising the ‘cause and effect’ relationship of their own actions on
other people, particularly their families, their communities and their loved ones.
In its story line the film also provided an example of what can be achieved by young people, despite
coming from disadvantaged backgrounds, and in that sense provided an example of positive role
models. Hussain explained that these boys in the film were successful and got themselves a job and
in fact were doing the community a massive benefit by showing people what really goes around in
reality of a ghetto estate. Most of the youths were saying that there “was nothing interesting for them
to do on the estate”, there was a lot of boredom and hence they resorted to other energizing activities,
including crime. They were advised that life can be exciting and can be exciting in positive ways, but
they will have to communicate and work with their youth worker who cares for them and will go out of
his way to help them.
Gangs mentioned by participants: AV (Asian Virus), BDT, BAYLEEF, LINCON, BURDETT, HACKNEY, DMC,
LIMEHOUSE, BARKING, BRADY, BOW, STEPNEY, PMC, BRICK LANE, BRADY, H.TOWN (Hackney), TTT,
BOWE3, TAMILI TIGERS, MNBKS and INDIAN PUNKS.

Participant’s Views: - ‘I enjoyed this film as it had a certain moral to it and it got me thinking about
the future’. On being asked “does criminal activity affects people’s personal and family life” – the young
people were certain it did; - ‘It makes their family feel embarrassed about what they do’. - ‘Crime causes
depression for your mother’ - ‘Causes tension and white hair!’ -‘(you) end up with no job’
In considering if gangster or crime related films influence young people to commit crime, the young
people were forthright, but had different views: ‘yes – because you think you can be them (the characters
in the film)’ - ‘No – because they know it’s fake and it looks really bad and depressing’.- ‘Yes, because
they think it is cool’ - ‘No because you can learn from it’.

Participant Attendance: 23 young people from E14 and E3.
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Event No 6
Date 21st March 2007
Venue: Hamlets Way Youth Centre
Film shown: - ‘Boyz in the Hood’ - Boyz n the Hood was immediately hailed for its startling depiction of
gang violence in South Central L.A. Boyz is a sledgehammer of a film — powerful, but hardly subtle.
Singleton centres his story on the character of Tré Styles, who’s about 11 in the opening sequence. After
Tré gets into a fight at school he’s taken to live with his father, Furious (Laurence Fishburne), who has a
better shot at teaching him how to be a man than his mother (Angela Bassett) does. Tré’s best friends are
Doughboy — a tough, pudgy, troublemaking little kid — and Ricky — Doughboy’s good-looking, athletic
younger brother. As the sequence winds to a close, Furious’ paternal influence keeps Tré out of trouble
while the fatherless Doughboy ends up being arrested for shoplifting.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: None

Discussion Outcomes: - The film was hard hitting and showed the consequences of crime and
gang related activity on the young people, their families and friends. This message was understood by
the young people and created discussion around the reasons for becoming involved in gang activity
and the consequences for their friends and families. Most of the young people believed that films of
this nature did have a major influence on young people and showed inappropriate role models. The
discussion contained quite a lot on parental guidance and intervention, and suggested that listening to
one’s parents and guardians saves us from a lot of trouble and harm. Participants again expressed that
they have very little to do even in the youth club and they expressed interest in more similar activities in
the future
Gangs mentioned by participants: BRADY BOYZ, CANNON BOYZ, BRICKLANE MASSIVE, BLOODS, SQUARE,
MSLH, BOW THUGS, BOW THUGS2, ASAIN VIRUS, PAKI PANTHERS, MILE END BOYZ, STEPNEY, BLOODS’2,
CRIBS, M’S!3, JAHED, YMO, TAMIL TIGERS, BRICK LANE MAFIA, WOLFPACK, FGM, THE MORRISONS, SWATON
ROAD MAFIA, BS, BURDETT BOYZ.

Participant’s Views: The young people were asked ‘Do you believe certain gangster films have an

influence on people to commit crime?’ The responses included: ‘Yes because it gives people dreams and
visions’ - ‘Yes because they idolise the actors’ - ‘Yes - because people see it and they want to be gangsters
and do what they see’ - ‘Yes - because they see them as role models’ - ‘Yes because they want revenge’ –
‘Yes – because they see it as cool’ – but some people would say No – because it makes them aware of the
reality’ – ‘No – because once they see the film they know that no one gets away with crime’ .
The young people were also asked ‘what makes people go into crime? The answers were suggested, but
all participants agreed that the following reasons were drivers for young people to get involved in crime;
poverty, prestige, family problems, bad company, backup & links (with other young people).

Participant Attendance: 16 young people from E3.
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Event No 7
Date 24th March 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah
Film shown: ‘Narnia’ - The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe - Based on the classic fantasy novel by C.S.
Lewis, Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe follows the magical adventures of the
four children: Lucy, Edmund, Peter and Susan. The children are separated from their parents because of
the impending World War II and sent off to live with their Aunt and Uncle. Bored stiff in the big old house
one afternoon, the children play a game of hide and seek. Lucy finds a large wardrobe and figures it will
be the perfect hiding place, but this particular wardrobe is actually the doorway to a magical fantasy
land known as Narnia. The group embarks on an adventure beyond their wildest imagination. While
Edmund is tempted by the White Witch’s tricks, the others find themselves in the midst of an emerging
battle for control of the land lead by a wise lion named Aslan.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: None

Discussion Outcomes: - Despite being generally perceived as a child’s film, the Lion the Witch
and the Wardrobe contains an adult message about personal responsibility and consequences. The
film also challenges sexual stereotypes in having a strong female protagonist, contending against the
‘Aslan’ character. The discussion centred on these two themes and brought out a number of interesting
points.
Gangs mentioned by participants: N/A

Participant’s Views: - The majority of the participants rated the session as ‘Excellent’ or ‘very

good’.

Session Notes: This one session was an experiment, resulting from the feedback received from
participants and the project monitoring undertaken by the project managers.
In all of the sessions held prior to this one, the question of ‘how young are the people (children) who are
becoming involved in petty crime and gang activity?
The answer to this question was alarming – It was continually suggested (by the over 15s involved in the
project) that gang activity was affecting very young people.
This ‘discovered’ fact led to this session, arranged for younger participants to test the reported
involvement of very young people in local gang activity. The session in part backed up this reportage
and it is the fact that local gangs are targeting the involvement of children as young as 12 -13 years
old.
The Police were asked ‘What is the age in your opinion when youths start to get into gangs? ‘They start
to get involved in gangs when they are as young as 13yrs old’. PC Phil Gospage - Metropolitan Police
Service – Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team.

Participant Attendance: 9 young people from E11 and E1.
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Event No 8
Date 30th March 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah
Film shown: - Redemption’ – The life story of; Stanley Tookie Williams, a convict held on death row in the
USA for 24 years. The film follows William’s life from his childhood to his initiation in to a gang, to his
incarceration and execution in San Quentin State Prison. Williams heads up a crusade to keep kids out of
gangs and out of prison.
The story is told through the eyes of his biographer, who interviews Williams extensively and has cowritten his anti-violence books. As the violence amongst gangs in LA exculpates, Williams and his quest
to teach teens to steer clear of gangs and violence becomes an important and influential message on the
streets and resulted in nominations for the Nobel Peace Prize.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: None

Discussion Outcomes: - The film ended with William’s execution. The participants were asked, ‘do
you think the Death penalty works? - Some of the participants said yes and some said no. Two examples
were given, one of America and one of Saudi Arabia.

In America the death penalty exists, but there is still a tremendous amount of homicides. Therefore in
which case one can say the death penalty is not very effective? However we find that Saudi Arabia also
has capital punishment and there is a much lower rate of homicides in Saudi Arabia.
Gangs mentioned by participants: none in this session.

Participant’s Views: Some of the participants agreed that death penalty acts as a deterrent and
actually works and some disagreed that this was the case. A majority of the participants said a democratic
country like USA should not have death penalty.
Some participants said ‘what about other death row inmates that might be reformed but do not have
as many famous celebrity mates? If Tookie served the rest of his sentence, and benefited society while
he was in prison then he definitely should NOT get the death penalty. Some said it is important to know
what the families of his murder victims think – as their opinions are the ones that should really count in
all of this.
Was it right to execute Williams? The majority of the participants said no, but also did not blame the
authority for making the decision to execute him because of his crimes and there is no doubt he was
involved. All participants agreed that the crime had serious consequences.

Participant Attendance: 8 young people from E1 and E2
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Event No 9
Date 2nd April 2007
Venue: Whitechapel Ideas Store
Film shown: Redemption’ – The life story of; Stanley Tookie Williams, a convict held on death row in the
USA for 24 years. The film follows William’s life from his childhood to his initiation in to a gang, to his
incarceration and execution in San Quentin State Prison. Williams heads up a crusade to keep kids out
of gangs and out of prison.
The story is told through the eyes of his biographer, who interviews Williams extensively and has cowritten his anti-violence books. As the violence amongst gangs in LA exculpates, Williams and his quest
to teach teens to steer clear of gangs and violence becomes an important and influential message on
the streets and resulted in nominations for the Nobel Peace Prize.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: – Sgt Philip Gospage

Discussion Outcomes: - The film was hard hitting and affected the participants – creating a good
discussion. Most of the participants identified with Williams and the effort he had made to put his past
behind him and help teenagers to not get involved with gangs.
The fact that Williams had spent so much of his life in prison was taken up and most of the participants
identified the direct link between actions and consequences. This led on to a discussion about personal
responsibility and how decisions you make affect your future.
The participants were asked if it was right for Williams to be executed. Most of the participants believed
it was wrong to have executed him on the basis that Williams had truly reformed and realised the extent
of his crimes and how they had badly affected the society around him.
Gangs mentioned by participants: BURDETT BOYZ, BOW THUGS, BOW THUGS2, ASAIN VIRUS, MILE END
BOYZ, STEPNEY, JAHED, YMO, TAMIL TIGERS, BLOODS’2, CRIBS, BRICK LANE MAFIA, WOLFPACK, FGM,
MAFIA,

Participant’s Views:
“ I did not think that Williams should have been executed as he had reformed and everyone should have
the chance to make amends”
“I really enjoyed the film – it was very educational”
“ It makes you think about what’s going on in Tower Hamlets – If things don’t get better in Tower Hamlets
we are going to be like America”

Participant Attendance: 5 young people from E1, E14 and E3
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Event No 10
Date 12th April 2007
Venue: Idea store – Whitechapel
Film shown: Short documentary on the ‘Worlds Deadliest Gangs’

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: Sgt Philip

Outcomes: - This was a fantastic session with excellent engagement from all sides. The documentary
was short, giving more time for the discussion. The documentary was about the world’s deadliest gangs,
and mainly focused on the ‘Crips’ gang in California, how it was formed, the areas they rule and interviews
with gang members. The documentary gave an insight of the gang life in the streets of California.
The discussion was very lively and a good number of questions were asked by the participants, which the
Police officers answered and then led a discussion.

Some of the questions were:
Q. Can you carry a knife?
Answer by Sgt: carrying a knife will most certainly put you behind bars; even if you are found with a
kitchen knife you will be arrested.

Q. What is the length of the knife that you can carry?
Answer: You can carry a short pen knife that must not exceed more than 2 inches. However it is still best

not to carry it, as police can still arrest you, based on other circumstances.

Q. What is the punishment for driving a car under aged?
Answer: You will be fined and disqualified from driving. Hussain said” if we put the law at one side, and

think of this in a moral and ethical perspective, when a young underage driver is driving a car, he/she is
seriously endangering the public (pedestrian and other drivers on the road). So would we like a car driven
by underage youths that hits and maybe kills our family members or any people we know? So it’s not
even the law that should prevent us, it’s the morality of the action, of being right or wrong.

Q. Can you carry a replica gun and what are the consequences?
Answer: You should not carry a replica gun and will be arrested and also it is very
dangerous. Police, including myself, will not hesitate to shoot if we think a boy is armed.

Q. Can you posses an airgun?
Answer: Yes but you must follow the safety rules and regulations.
Gangs mentioned by participants: None in this session.

Participant Attendance: 12 young people from E1, E3, E14, SE18, SE1 and N4.
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Event No 11
Date 25th April 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah
Film shown: A video clip taken from YouTube where Ross Kemp (the actor from East Enders) goes
around the globe to cities in different countries talking about gangs etc. This was downloaded from
You-Tube and was about 10 minutes long, giving good time for discussion.

Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: No

Discussion Outcomes: - We mainly spoke about who is a gangster? Why do people become

gangsters and other issues like dress codes (criminal) i.e., where they originated from (Crips and
Bloods in the USA) Companies then adopted this gangster fashion and made it a fashion wear hence
glamorising violence?
The participants engaged very actively in the discussion and were very eager to answer the question
being posed to them.
We asked a Question that touched upon Stanley Tookie Williams and asked if anyone knew who this
person was? One person answered correctly out of about 17 participants, which was quite a surprise as
this was a younger group.
We also spoke about the consequences of crime and how it affects the family, like giving a bad name to
the parents, where people outside blame the parents for not looking after their children properly!
Then question was put, if we love our parents and surely we do and all did put their hands up to
confirm, then surely we will not want our parents, to be cursed and blamed for our actions! This was
very powerful and the participants received it positively! This was realised as a few participants were
seen at the end of the session to pull up and buckle their trousers in a respectable manner! Showing a
sign of immediate achievement of a positive change!

Participant’s Views:
“I enjoyed the discussion, it was informative and it made me think.”
“Getting involved in crime makes your parents ashamed”.
“You have to be responsible for yourself – its no good being influenced by other bad people”

Participant Attendance: 17 young people from E1, E14 and E1W and a group of
young people from Luke House Youth Centre
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Event No 12
Date 27th April 2007
Venue: Darul Ummah
Film shown: A video clip taken from you tube where Ross Kemp the actor from East enders goes around
the globe to cities in different countries talking about gangs etc. This was downloaded from YouTube and
was about 10 minutes long, giving ample time for discussion on the subjects raised.
Discussion facilitator: Mr Hussain
SNT Officers in attendance: Sgt Phil Gospage, PC Brain Coll and PC Andy Marshall
Discussion Outcomes:
Sgt Philip took a lead on the discussion at this last final session and we mainly focused on knife crime.
Sgt Philip spoke about knife crime and advised that the best thing to do is not to carry knives at all in the
street, even kitchen knives. He asked the participants how long the sentence is for being caught with a
knife? Most of the participants knew the answer and were aware of the seriousness of the issue. But most
of the participants also knew someone who did carry a knife.
The PC spoke about the consequences of being convicted and the repercussions of affecting ones future
i.e., job prospects and the time in jail for merely carrying a knife without even intending to use it in any
way to harm someone!
Gangs mentioned by participants: None in this session
Participant’s Views:
“I enjoyed the film discussion because it shows what happens to gang members who go astray”
“It was very experiential and I learned a lot”
“It tells us where criminals end up”
“It was very educational”
“It is very interesting”
“It made me realise what is going on in the world and who are the criminals”
Participant Attendance: 10 young people from WC1B, E1, E2, E3, E14, E16, N1 and IG1
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Summary of Project 					
									 Outputs
In the application process we detailed the outputs we were seeking from the
project’s activities, they were;

.

Project Output 1:
Provide the Police officers from the SNT with a non-confrontational venue and with a large 		
group of young local men and teenagers to discuss issues of concern.

Result: The project achieved this objective by successfully organising the 12 scheduled events and with
the help of a professional facilitator, undertaking the group debates. The Police were unable to attend
every session and we took advantage of this in the structured debates to address different issues in
different ways, such as events for younger children e.g: Narnia.
In some of the sessions the young people were willing to be more forthcoming when the Police officers
were not in attendance. In these sessions where the Police were present, the Officers in Charge had the
following comments to make about the effectiveness of the project;
‘It has provided a safe environment for the youth to challenge the current culture of gang related crime’
and ‘I believe that the best aspect was that the youths could speak to a serving Police officer in a nonconfrontational situation where they could ask questions relating to crime and punishment’
PC Phil Gospage - Metropolitan Police Service – Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team.

..
.

Project Outputs 2, 3 and 4:
Promote better understanding of the dangers of gun crime
Promote better understanding of the dangers of drugs and drug-related crime
Promote better understanding of the dangers of gang culture and gang-related crime

Result: The Project achieved these objectives by relating the discussion to the content of the films shown,
which were chosen on the basis that they dealt directly with the issues of gun crime, gang culture and
drug related crime. These discussions were wide ranging, but specific to the targeted issues. The young
people were able to freely debate the issues, with the guidance of the facilitator and receive input from
the Police officers when in attendance.
The better understanding achieved through this process can be evidenced from comments recorded
by the participants themselves;
‘Gangs in this society and situation are very dangerous to themselves, so of course they will be very
harmful’ – ‘The people become the victims of the criminals’ from session 1.
‘(it was) the big brother who was carrying the gun and that’s how the smaller brother got hold of a
weapon’ – ‘It all started from an accident’. from session 2
‘Crime causes depression for your mother’ - ‘Causes tension and white hair!’ -‘(you) end up with no job’
from session 5.
In session 10 an opportunity arose for the Police officers to spell out the reality and risk of punishment
from carrying a weapon. The Police officer had the following comment to make:
‘Yes. It has given them the opportunity to understand the consequences of gang and gun crime’. PC
Phil Gospage - Metropolitan Police Service – Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team.
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.

Project Output 5:
Promote better understanding of the work of the Police in combating crime and supporting		
local communities

Result: The Project achieved this objective by allowing the Police to respond to questions and clarify their
actions and policing methods in relation to specific problems and crimes. This was particularly evident in
session 10, in which the Police officers were asked a series of questions by the young participants and had
the opportunity to provide clear guidance on a number of issues.
The facilitator provided additional guidance throughout the sessions and related the choices that young
people have to a code of moral standards and expectations. The young people related well to this
message and the contents of the films shown also had, in the main, a strong moral message of having to
face the consequences of your actions.

..

Project Outputs 6 & 7:
Promote informed discussion and debate amongst the youth cohort
Improve young people’s awareness of crime and the damage it causes to communities

Result: The Project achieved this object by providing the venues and an experienced facilitator, who from
previous youth work was able to encourage contributions to the debate from the young people. The
films shown were chosen partly because they included the onward consequences of crime actions and
had plot lines which highlighted the results of individual actions. This helped to frame the subsequent
discussions and provided the facilitator with material to draw out the points to be made.
On being asked does criminal activity affects people’s personal and family life – the young people were
certain it did; - ‘It makes their family feel embarrassed about what they do’ - Session 5. ‘Gangs in this
society and situation are very dangerous to themselves, so of course they will be very harmful’ & ‘The
people become the victims of the criminals’-Session 1.
The results of being involved in gang and criminal activity were thought to be; ‘prison, ruining lives,
breaking up families, creating anger, putting your family in danger, making life hard, people dying,
effecting your community and friends getting hurt’. – Session 4.
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Summary of Project 					
									 Outputs

..

Project Outputs 8 & 9:
Improve young people’s self-esteem and verbal and presentation communication skills
Help young people to challenge their own behaviour and misconceptions about their involvement
in crime and anti-social behavior.

Result: The Project achieved this object by providing a disciplined discussion forum for young people to
make and complete the points they had to make. It is a fact that very often an informal, unsupervised
discussion among young people will not allow an individual to complete the point they wish to make,
before being interrupted or shouted down. The facilitator led discussion was, for most of the young
people involved, an unusual event and individuals were able to take advantage of the forum to express
a view without interruption. The process of speaking in public (even in a benign forum) is stressful for
inexperienced young people and a large number of the young people had the opportunity to state a
view in public for the first time (outside a classroom).
Helping young people to challenge their own behaviour and misconceptions about their involvement
in crime and anti-social behaviour was central to the project and the success of the project’s approach
can be evidenced from the following comments recorded:.
‘I enjoyed this film as it had a certain moral to it and it got me thinking about the future’
In considering if gangster or crime related films influence young people to commit crime, the young
people were forthright, but in disagreement: ‘yes – because you think you can be them (the characters
in the film)’ - ‘No – because they know it’s fake and it looks really bad and depressing’.- ‘Yes, because
they think it is cool’ - ‘No because you can learn from it’. Session 5.
Our Police partners were certain that the project had been of considerable benefit - ‘It has provided
an community engagement opportunity with a group that is quite hard to reach’ - PC Phil Gospage Metropolitan Police Service – Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood Team.
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Summary of the Project’s 		
									 Outcome
The project set out to engage young people in a non-confrontational forum, where issues relating to
crime, gang activity, drugs and weapons could be discussed rationally with the involvement of the local
Police officers. The project achieved this objective and engaged a total of 84 young participants, with
an average age of 16 from a variety of local post codes, including; E1, E2, E3, E5, E14, SE1, N4, NW1, SE18,
IG3. The participants ethnicity reflected the demography of the local young people and included young
people from; Bangladeshi, Gujrati, Arab, Yemeni, Asian, British and Moroccan backgrounds.
Our project partners, the local Safer Neighbourhood Police Team agreed that the project had offered an
opportunity to ‘educate and inform the young people in order that they are diverted away from gang
crime and violence’. PC Phil Gospage - Metropolitan Police Service – Shadwell Safer Neighbourhood
Team.
The Project has promoted the Junior Wardens Scheme with the Local Crime Reduction Partnership and
encouraged young people to be involved. As a result of the Project the relationship between the delivery
agent, Darul Ummah, and the local SNT has been consolidated and provides an opportunity for onward
work in the same theme.
We will be working with the local SNT to monitor the longer term effects of the Project, with particular
reference to monitoring the involvement of individuals who attended the project session in local antisocial behaviour. We are confident that the opportunity that the project offered the local Police to build a
better relationship with young people in the area will impact positively on relationship on the streets and
onwardly impact on local crime levels against the SNT crime statistics baseline.
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Case Studies
..
.

Case Study 1: Mahbubul Anam
Case Study2: Shipon Miah
Case Study 3: Rafatur Rahman

Case Study 1
What made you attend these workshops? I felt there was a need for young people like myself
to be made more aware of the dangers and the harmful effect of gun and knife crime. Although they are
prevalent across many British communities, yet their implications are not fully understood, hence we see
many youths unfortunately involved in such criminal activities. I feel that just by handing out Anti Social
Behavioural Orders (ASBO) which are sometimes seen as a medal of honour, will not work, we also need
to educate the youth.
How was your experience of these workshops? I thought it was a beneficial experience for

me. I learnt some new things, for example, the background history of how gangs were originally formed
in Los Angeles in the US by two gangs called ‘Blood’ & ‘Creep.’ I was also pleased to know that Stanley
Tookie Williams, one of the leaders of these gangs has been reformed and has gone onto to do many
good things to highlight the dangers of being involved in gangs. This led to him being nominated for the
Nobel Peace Prize; However, despite this accolade, he was still executed not too long ago.

Has by attending these workshops made a positive change in your perception
of crime?
It obviously highlighted the dangers of gun and knife crime and being part of a gang is not so ‘COOL.’

Do you believe violence in movies have a direct negative effect and influence on
young children and youths? Yes, as the majority of the youth do watch violent movies. However,

I don’t believe that this is the only source of negative effect but also other things such as violent console
games, internet, drugs, peer pressure etc.

How do you think this project can be further improved? Perhaps it can be more interactive
and not focus on just gun crime but bring in other issues such as drugs and peer pressure. Also bring in
ex-gangsters and relate to the youth their own personal experience.

Case Study 2

What made you attend these workshops? The leaflets which were distributed attracted my
attention. I was really intrigued in this type of workshop because I never attended this type of crime
project before. I attended these workshops for many reasons and the few of them are; I usually watch
films but I do not analyse them so I thought let me actually go and discover their hidden messages. Most
of the films I saw were really attention seeking around and below my age group. I also felt that it was my
responsibility to have a reality check and I got it from the film, facilitators and the Police officers who were
participating on ‘off duty’.
Therefore, I attended the workshops because of the friendly atmosphere and also the films were really
good to watch especially with the subliminal message although some ended in tragic circumstances.

How was your experience of these workshops? Having attending most of the workshops,
I felt that it was the duty of mine to come to these workshops because every time I attended I learned
the reality of crime and its subliminal messages which are completely contrary to a homogenous stable
society. The police officers who attended were amiable and always were open for questions; this made
me feel that if these people are telling me the truth who else would know better than reality of crime than
them. I felt that I was being saved from the attitude and the influence of crime.
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The most enjoyable part of the workshops was when the facilitators and police officers told us about
their experiences. It gave me a reality check that these types of crimes are happening, people are dying,
people are being traumatised and families are being destroyed.
All the workshops had something in common: I learned something new every time I attended but the
general idea of a criminal life was endued in my senses and made me feel fortunate I am still studying
and contributing to my community positively.

Has by attending these workshops made a positive change in your perception
of crime?
By attending theses workshops and participating in discussions, my perception of crime even grew
stronger. What I mean is that the word ‘crime’ used to mean to me someone who breaks the law rather it
meaning a way of life and a whole cycle of crime going through good times and bad times. Eventually
you come back where you started; either you die, go to prison, reform or are traumatised with bad
memories.

Do you believe violence in movies have a direct negative effect and influence on
young children and youths? From the workshops I attended we discovered many subliminal

messages in the films which show how successful criminals become. Eventually they die for their cause
which in their eyes and the eyes of the people in their gang see them as heroes.
On the contrary, young children will pick up this sort of behaviour and try to socialise it into their lives.
Children dressing, talking and impersonating them, results in crime which they like to replicate to be
seen like heroes from the films.
In the British society more and more gun crimes are increasing, areas transforming into ghettos due
to people moving out, out of fear and lack of security. More young children are being victims of the
streets and it is exacerbating as days are going by. Most gun crimes are related to drugs money or drug
territory. This type of crime was not common in Britain 20years ago.
Therefore, having more movies related to crime and gangsters will only contribute to more crime in
the society. This is very self-explanatory from the movies which we have seen in the workshops which
were released less than 5years ago and Britain is having more gun crimes. Not forgetting music also
compliments the uprising of gangster culture that also has subliminal messages of violence and
subjugation of women.

How do you think this project can be further improved? The project can be further
improved by havng focus groups and therefore engaging the participant more effectively. Other than
that i felt the project was sucessful in its aims.
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Case Study 3
What made you attend these workshops? On a day-to-day level I see a lot of young people like
myself who are confused and lost. Some of the problems which they face such as gang culture and drugs
are usually glorified in films and TV programmes. This has a major effect on young people as it wrongly
defines their norms and behaviour for them. I felt the ‘Shaddywood Crime film Challenge’ took a new
approach in trying to tackle these issues and by interactively engaging affected youth.
How was your experience of these workshops? I felt the workshops were very interesting
because whereas after watching a film in a cinema you would talk about the plot, in the Shaddywood
project, we tried to looked at the film from a social point of view and tried to analyse the characters in
light of the effect that they have on our behaviour and to the problems we face. I felt the workshops were
stimulating and working our brains and we got to hear how other young people felt about drugs and
gang culture. We also benefited from having the local sergeant and other officers with us. I felt it gave me
better understanding of the police and how they operate.
Has by attending these workshops made a positive change in your perception
of crime?
I believe I have learnt a lot about the crime, and in particular, the sorts of crimes that are apparent in
Tower Hamlets. I feel I now have a better understanding of what I need do to try to help my community
to overcome the problems we face.

Do you believe violence in movies have a direct negative effect and influence on
young children and youths? Yes, as I mentioned in the beginning I believe it does play a part.
young people’s minds are still malleable to ideas and concepts, so violence in movies will have a negative
effect on them which will unfortunately, in most cases, be carried with them into their later life.

How do you think this project can be further improved? I did feel that the balance of
watching the film and the discussion that followed was not perfect. I think any efforts to improve the
interactivity and quality of the discussion side of the project will only make the project stronger and more
effective.
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Recommendations arising 		
from the project

1

That the age range of projects of this nature needs to be extended to include younger people from
the age of 13 upwards, as there is clear evidence, substantiated by the experience of the local Police
officers, that children as young as 13 are being targeted to become involved in gang activity, by older
teenagers.

2

That projects of this nature should ensure that the discussion sessions are led by an external,
experienced facilitator, as engaging young people in a discussion forum is a difficult task and can
benefit from a ‘neutral’ facilitator, with experience, to keep the discussion going.

3

That the local Metropolitan Police Safer Neighbourhood Teams should be encouraged by the
management of the Metropolitan Police to actively seek partnership funding with local community
groups for projects specific to policing problems in their areas.

4

That the funders of projects’ of this nature should consider making linkages between projects in
different parts of London and encourage as least one ‘joint session’ to be held, bringing together
two distinct groups of young people from different areas, say Hackney and Tower Hamlets – to confront
the sense of isolation many young people feel and demonstrate commonalities between the areas and
the problems faced.

5

That the local Metropolitan Police Safer Neighbourhood Teams should be encouraged by the
management of the Metropolitan Police to explore other ways of engaging with young people in
an informal manner, such as organising games of football, rugby or cricket as a ‘local challenge match’
with young people in the area.

6

That projects’ of this nature could include as an enhancement to the project format the inclusion of
individuals who have served (or are currently serving) a prison sentence and could be willing to act
as ‘anti-mentors’ for young people within discussion groups – this done in association with the Prison
and/or Probation Service.

7

That further funding should be made available from the resources of the Criminal Assets Recovery
Board for projects’ of this nature and that the funding available is increased per project allowing for
a more in-depth approach.

8

That a research project should be undertaken to ascertain the hidden value of projects’ such as this
helping young people to avoid becoming involved in criminal activity, making use of the Crime
Reduction Partnership and Met. Police Crime statistics.
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